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Abstract—This work formalizes Exact Real Computation
(ERC): a paradigm combining (i) algebraic imperative pro-
gramming of/over abstract data types (ADTs) for continuous
structures with (ii) a selection and sound semantics of primitives
computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis, that is, by means
of approximations — yet presented to the user as exact.
We specify a small imperative programming language for
the ADT of real (i.e., including transcendental) numbers with
rigorous semantics: arguments are provided, passed to and
received from calls to functions (like ex), and operated on exactly
— with partial inequality predicate and multivalued binary
select and continuous conditional (aka parallel if ) operations
— yet realizing a function (again like ex) requires only to
approximate its return value up to guaranteed absolute error
2p for any given p P Z: closure under composition is implicit.
We prove this language Turing-complete: it can express precisely
the partial real functions computable in the sense of Recursive
Analysis; similarly for functionals.
Three basic numerical problems demonstrate both the conve-
nience and novel control-flow considerations of this approach to
Reliable Numerics: (I) multivalued integer rounding, (II) solving
systems of linear equations, and (III) simple root finding. For
rigorously specifying and arguing about such non-extensional
computations, we propose a two-sorted structure over integers
and reals, and prove its first-order theory both decidable and
‘model complete’: thus reflecting the elegance inherent to real
(as opposed to rational/floating point) numbers. Rules of Hoare
Logic are extended to support formal correctness proofs in ERC.
I. MOTIVATION, INTRODUCTION, OVERVIEW
Based on Logic, the Theory of Computation provides fun-
damental concepts and tools devised to achieve and assert
correctness, thus enabling modern modular software engi-
neering — for problems over discrete structures: Common
continuous realms (like real numbers) arising in Numerics
arguably lack behind regarding rigorous treatment [1, p.412].
Best (?) practice commonly resorts to heuristics and ‘recipes’
[2] with vague specification [3, e04bbc], focussing on legacy
encodings [4] which taint the elegance that made Mathematics
move from rational to real numbers in the first place. Although
often successful in practice, numerical codes may be flawed
with sometimes dramatic consequences [5]–[7]. Recursive
Analysis offers a sound algorithmic foundation to reliable
computation on real numbers, functions, compact Euclidean
subsets, and more general spaces [8], [9]:
Call x P R computable if some Turing machine can,
for every p P Z, print the numerator ap P Z of dyadic
rational ap2p approximating x up to error 2p.
This notion has pleasant properties, such as closure under
arithmetic as well as many transcendental functions [10, §4].
Moreover it leads to a Computational Complexity Theory
[11] whose predictions [12] agree with the performance of
practical implementations in reliable numerics [13]. Only, the
underlying Turing machine model is inconvenient to code
in [14]. The algebraic model [15], [16] aka realRAM or
Blum-Shub-Smale Machine on the other hand is intuitive
and prevalent in Computational Geometry, but neglects the
influence of internal precision on the cost of operations, and
its test for equality exhibits superrecursive power [17]. Indeed,
“Do not test for equality!” is like the first commandment of
Numerics whose rounding errors tend to taint mathematical
equations. But which real comparisons are permitted, then?
Strict inequality “x ą 0” would allow to express equality via
the Boolean combination “ px ą 0q ^  p´x ą 0q”.
The present work proposes and develops Exact Real Compu-
tation (ERC), a paradigm reconciling and combining the best
of the two worlds: based on the algebraic model, but with
additional multivalued primitives and a modified both sound
and computable semantics of tests in the sense of Recursive
Analysis.
Paradigm 1: ERC code realizing a real user function f
receives and operates on real arguments x exactly — yet with
partial comparisons, and multivalued logical select and
continuous conditional “b ? x : y” to achieve total correctness.
It may even call some other real (user or predefined) functions
g to receive and use their return values: again, exactly.
However the value returned by the user’s ERC code for f
merely needs to approximate fpxq: up to guaranteed error 2p
for integer argument p P Z given in addition to real x.
Note that this conception underlies, e.g., Newton’s Method.
A. Overview
Section II specifies syntax and axiomatic semantics of a
small imperative programming language for the ADT of real
(i.e., including transcendental) numbers: with variables of two
basic types — integer and real numbers — and with one-
dimensional fixed-length arrays over each; with partial real
comparison predicate, multivalued binary select, and con-
tinuous conditional (aka parallel-if ); with WHILE loops and
(real and multivalued integer) functions for subroutine calls.
Programming in ERC regarding multivaluedness and using
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new/modified primitives is demonstrated in Section III with
three numerical example problems: (I) multivalued integer
rounding, (II) Gaussian Elimination for matrices of given rank,
and (III) finding 1D simple roots. Theorem 7 asserts soundness
and adequacy, namely Turing-completeness: a real function
is computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis iff it can
be expressed in ERC. We then propose (Section IV) a two-
sorted logical structure for rigorously specifying (Definition 9)
and arguing about the behaviour of such non-extensional pro-
grams; and show its first-order theory decidable and ‘model-
complete’ (Theorem 8). For verifying program correctness
formally, Section V adapts and extends the classical Floyd-
Hoare Logic to this structure. In view of the aforementioned
root-finding Algorithm (III), Section VI formally extends ERC
(Turing-complete for functions) to ERC’, and proves it Turing-
complete for functionals.
B. Related Work
This subsection briefly reviews, and relates our contribution
to, previous work on the three relevant aspects: Theory of Real
Computation, Programming Language Theory, and Logic of
Real Numbers.
Historically, Mathematics had proceeded from integer frac-
tions to equivalence classes of Cauchy sequences (or to
Dedekind cuts) of rationals: seemingly increasing conceptual
complexity (and possibly imposing a scientific schism), this
step has actually simplified Calculus and only enabled the
elegance of, say, Intermediate Value Theorem and Quantifier
Elimination. Moreover (either of) the involved intensional
construction is commonly ignored, considering real numbers
only with regard to their (unique) logical properties [18]. In
numerical practice, continuous data is often treated via floating
point approximations using the hardware-accelerated IEEE 754
standard from 1985: In addition to sharing the disadvantages
of rational numbers, their fixed precision and truncation errors
cause violations of the Distributive Law. This, in addition to
the various rounding modes and exceptional codes (underflow,
overflow, NaN), renders rigorous algorithm design and verifi-
cation a real (pun) challenge [19]. We argue that computing
on actual real numbers simplifies both algorithm design and
verification, adding a layer of abstraction [20, p.169 level
4] that hides details of (different) implementations [21]. Our
attempts in appropriately axiomatizing logical properties of
computable real numbers and of a carefully chosen small yet
complete set of transformations [10] as Abstract Data Type
[22] is what has resulted in ERC.
Un-/computability investigations concerning real numbers
date back to at least Turing’s famous 1936/37 paper spurring
the field of Recursive Analysis. It formalizes computing a real
number (an information-theoretically infinite object) on Turing
machines by approximation up to guaranteed absolute error 2p,
Z Q pÑ ´8. This notion agrees with numerical conceptions
in rendering pi and the exponential function computable while
formally confirming equality of real numbers as undecidable
[10, Exercise 4.2.9] — yet Turing machines are rarely used
outside theoretical considerations.
Reliable Numerics employs multiprecision calculations, in-
terval arithmetic, and/or streams of approximations — all ar-
guably inconvenient to guarantee absolute approximation error
bound 2p of the output after propagation through intermediate
calculations; cmp. [23], [24]. Functional programming can
avoid these disadvantages [25], [26]: Our Sections II and VI
may be viewed as an imperative counterpart to real-PCF [27].
Previous work had considered flowcharts [28] as convenient
form of higher coding, while we formalize a full-fledged real
Turing-complete programming language.
In Theory, a computation is commonly regarded as a
sequence of operations on some abstract algebra: abstract
in the sense of arguing extensionally about properties of
its elements, regardless of their realization. Regarding the
algebra of real numbers, this perspective yields the algebraic
model of computation [15], [16], [29] — with equality posited
decidable. Considering both input and output as exact renders
the non-algebraic exponential function uncomputable [30].
Variants of this model of computation restrict to algebraic
reals [31], where equality is known decidable. Also com-
putation approximating the output while the input is still
considered exact [32] justifies considering equality decidable,
but then forfeits closure under composition [33, p.325]. Care-
fully separating — rather than mixing [34, §5] — exact
and approximate aspects of real computation (Paradigm 1),
ERC creates closure under composition and instead weakens
totality of real comparison; cmp. also the recent fragment
http://github.com/andrejbauer/clerical: Def-
inition 4a) axiomatizes that test “x > y” thus does not
return (any value) in case x “ y; cmp. [35, §3.9]. To
enable users writing totally correct programs, Definition 4
formalizes a multivalued binary partial lazy logical operation
selectpK,Lqd and a continuous variant of the classical
conditional “B ? X : Y ”.
The former is inspired by the operation choose considered
in [34, §4.1]: a countable variant, while we suffice with
the binary case. Also choose distinguishes between true
arguments on the one hand and on the other hand both
false and undefined; while select distinguishes between
defined and undefined arguments. Our continuous conditional
is an imperative adaptation of the parallel-if from functional
programming [36]. Neither alone can express the other; while
together they extend select to arbitrary finite arities (Ex-
ample 5f) and allow to express (Example 5d) the join of
two real functions and (Example 5c) the finite-precision non-
extensional soft test proposed in [37, p.491]; cmp. also [38,
§6]. Multivaluedness (aka non-extensionality) is well-known
inherent to reliable real computation [39], [40]. Powerdo-
mains are commonly employed to formalize the semantics
of such ‘non-deterministic’ operations [41]: in the discrete/-
countable setting, with emphasis on so-called ‘fairness’ —
whereas Recursive Analysis requires an ‘adversary’/worst-case
perspective among a-priori uncountably many choices, see
Definition 6 below.
II. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE FOR ERC
Here we review the basics of Recursive Analysis: to mo-
tivate Subsection II-A with our axiomatized semantics and
choice of atomic formulae and commands for ERC.
Recall that a partial multivalued mapping f :Ď X Ñ Y (aka
search problem) is simply a relation f Ď XˆY , identified with
the total function f : X Q x ÞÑ ty P Y : px, yq P fu “ f rxs. If
its domain dompfq “ tx : fpxq ‰ Hu coincides with X , we
call f total; if f rxs is a singleton for every x P dompfq,
f is single-valued, i.e., a function; otherwise (possibly) a
multifunction. So f rxs “ H means f rxs is undefined; and
we say f rxs has or includes value y to mean y P f rxs. The
composition of f :Ď X ˆ Y and g :Ď Y ˆ Z is g ˝ f :“ px, zq ˇˇf rxs Ď dompgq^ DyPY : px, yqPf^py, zqPg( (1)
We consider f as the computational (sometimes so-called
search) problem of producing, given any (code of some)
x P dompfq, any (code of some) y P f rxs. Letting the answer
y depend on the code of x can be regarded as nonextensional
computation. Note that identifying a sequence-valued mapping
f :Ď X Ñ Rω with g :Ď X ˆNÑ R fails in the multivalued
case. Picking up from the notion of real number computation
introduced in Section I, we quote Recursive Analysis [10,
Definition 2.4.1+3.1.3+§4] regarding real and integer valued
multi-/functions and predicates of real and integer arguments:
Definition 2 (Computing Multi-/Functions):
a) Computing a partial integer-valued multifunction g :Ď
Ze ˆ Rd Ñ Z means for a Turing machine M to return,
given any sequence`
~k , pa0,1, . . . a0,dq “ ~a0 , ~a1 , ~a2 , . . .~am, . . .
˘
of integers with }~x´~am{2m} ď 2´m and p~k, ~xq P dompgq,
some integer ` P gr~k, ~xs; the computational behaviour on
other input sequences is arbitrary.
b) Computing a partial real-valued function f :Ď Ze ˆ
Rd Ñ R means for a Turing machine N to return,
given any integer sequence pp,~k,~a0,~a1, . . .~am, . . .q with
}~x ´ ~am{2m} ď 2´m and p~k, ~xq P dompfq and p P Z,
some integer b with |y ´ b ¨ 2p| ď 2p for y :“ fp~k, ~xq;
the computational behaviour on other input sequences is
arbitrary.
Similarly with y P f r~k, ~xs for a multifunction f . . .
c) A subset P Ď Zˆ Rd is r.e. if there exists a Turing Ma-
chine which, given any sequence
`
k,~a0,~a1, . . .~am, . . .
˘
of integers with }~x´ ~am{2m} ď 2´m, terminates in case
pk, ~xq P P and does not terminate in case pk, ~xq R P ;
the computational behaviour on other input sequences is
arbitrary.
It is well-known that any single-valued computable function
must be continuous [10, Theorems 4.3.1+3.2.11], and any
r.e. subset must be open. Aware of the undecidable Halting
Problem and inherently partial computable functions in the
discrete realm, we carefully distinguish between a subrou-
tine/computation (i) yielding some arbitrary value and (ii) not
yielding anything (undefined) — as opposed to returning an
indicator unknown as in three-valued logic. (i) and (ii) are
subsumed as arbitrary behavior.
Example 3: The following operations are computable:
a) Negation R Q t ÞÑ ´t P R, non-zero reciprocal Rzt0u Q
t ÞÑ 1{t P R, addition R ˆ R Q ps, tq ÞÑ s ` t P R,
multiplication R ˆ R Q ps, tq ÞÑ s ¨ t P R, maximum
Rˆ R Q ps, tq ÞÑ maxts, tu P R.
b) The set
 px, yq : x > y( Ď R2 is r.e.
c) Fix r.e. sets P,Q Ď Z. There exists a Turing machine M
which computes the following partial integer multifunction
select:
Zˆ Z Q pk, `q ÞÑ
$’’&’’%
t0u : k P P, ` R Q
t1u : ` P Q, k R P
t0, 1u : k P P, ` P Q
tu : k R P, ` R Q
d) Fix r.e. sets P,Q Ď Z. There exists a Turing machine M
which computes the following partial real multifunction
Zˆ Rˆ R Q pk, x, yq úñ k?x : y
:“
$’’’’&’’’’%
txu : 2k P P ^ 2k ` 1 R P
tyu : 2k R P ^ 2k ` 1 P P
tx, yu : 2k P P ^ 2k ` 1 P P
tx “ yu : 2k R P ^ 2k ` 1 R P ^ x “ y
tu : 2k R P ^ 2k ` 1 R P ^ x ‰ y
Items c) and e) will justify the abstract Definition 4e+f) below.
Proof (Example 3d): For n “ 0, 1, 2 . . . obtain ap-
proximations xn to x and yn to y up to error 2´n. While
|xn`1´ yn`1| ď 2´n holds, output xn`1 as valid approxima-
tion to both x and y up to 2´n. As soon as n is encountered
with |xn`1 ´ yn`1| ą 2´n, switch to simultaneously search
for a witness that 2k P P and for a witness that 2k ` 1 P P .
When (and if) 2k P P is asserted (first), continue outputting
xn`2, xn`3, . . .; when (and if) 2k ` 1 P P is asserted (first),
continue outputting yn`2, yn`3, . . ..
A. Syntax and Semantics of Terms and Commands
Guided by Example 3, Definition 4 axiomatizes the prim-
itives constituting ERC and compound terms over them with
multivalued semantics involving both sorts: integers and real
numbers. Recall that a partial multifunction g has undefined
value at argument x if gpxq “ tu; while a term will never
have empty set of values but instead may or may not have
K among them: meaning a multivalued term can be defined
and undefined simultaneously! Intuitively, when evaluating t
during program execution, some v P JtK gets ‘picked’, neither
reproducibly nor consistently; and picking K means that
execution fails/freezes: a case that a totally correct program
must avoid, for instance by means of lazy operations like _
or select. Similarly to the C/C++ programming language,
Booleans true/false are identified with non/zero integers
in order to avoid introducing a third sort; see Item d) below.
Definition 4 (Syntax and Multivalued Semantics of Terms):
Fix a finite set G of partial integer multifunctions (such as
g) and a finite set F of partial real single-valued functions
(such as f ) and a finite set V of either integer (such as k)
or real variables (such as x) and of one-dimensional either
integer (such as `) or real arrays (such as y), the latter of
fixed lengths lenp`q and lenpyq with integer indices starting
at 0.
Generally speaking and reflecting multivaluedness, the valueJtK “ JtKV of a term t (w.r.t. a given state of the machine,
captured by the values of its variables/arrays V , see below) is
a non-empty set: either of integers or of reals, depending on its
type, and possibly including/consisting of the special symbol
“K”. We synonymously say t evaluates to JtK; also, t has or
contains the elements v P JtK of its set of values. Individual
variables, including formal parameters, are single-valued (i.e.,
have singleton values, possibly K); yet array variables indexed
by multivalued integer terms may be multivalued. Naturally,
terms and their values are defined by structural induction
(deferring full formalization to Appendix A, B, and C) as
follows:
a) The comparison “x > y” between real numbers x, y returns
integer 1 if x ą y holds, 0 for x ă y, and does not return
(value K) in case x “ y.
More generally for subsets X,Y Ď R, JX > Y K is a non-
empty subset of t0, 1,Ku: containing K iff JXKX JY K ‰
H or K P JXK or K P JY K; containing 1 iff there exist
x P JXK X R and y P JY K X R with x ą y; containing 0
iff there exist x P JXKX R and y P JY KX R with x ă y.
b) An integer term is inductively defined syntactically as:
an integer constant, an integer variable “k”, a component
“`rM s” of an integer vector (aka array) variable ` with
integer index term M , a real comparison (a) between real
terms (b), an integer multifunction g P G with terms of
appropriate types (b,c) as arguments, the negative of an
integer term, or a sum and maximum of two integer terms
(no multiplication);
furthermore negation, disjunction, and conjunction (d) as
well as select (e) are again integer terms.
The value JtK of an integer term t is defined by structural
induction and composition (1) such that K propagates as in
a): For instance, in accordance with Equation (1), a multi-
function’s value
r
grK, ~Xs
z
contains K iff the set of values
pk, ~xq P JKK ˆ r ~Xz exceeds dompgq, including cases
K P JKK and K P r ~Xz; all other values of rgrK, ~Xsz
are given by
Ť
pk,~xqPJKKˆJ ~XK Jgrk, ~xsK. Similarly J`rM sK
contains K if M has values outside of t0, . . . lenp`q ´ 1u.
c) A real term is inductively defined syntactically as: an
integer constant, a real variable x, a component yrM s of
a real vector (aka array) variable y with integer index
term M , the expression ıpP q for any integer term P , a
real function f P F with terms of appropriate types (b,c)
as arguments, the negative of a real term, the reciprocal
of a non-zero real term, the sum and maximum of two
real terms, the product of two real terms, as well as the
continuous conditional (f).
As in (b), the set of values of a real term is defined
by structural induction and composition (1) such that
K propagates as in a):
r
fpK, ~Xq
z
contains K if the
set JKK ˆ r ~Xz exceeds dompfq; all other values ofr
fpK, ~Xq
z
are given by
Ť
pk,~xqPJKKˆJ ~XK fpk, ~xq. JyrM sK
contains K if M has values outside of t0, . . . lenpyq´ 1u.
Finally, extend JıppqK :“ 2p similarly to set-valued argu-
ments, possibly including K.
d) For integer terms K,L,  K and K _ L and K ^ L
are integer terms with values Ď t0, 1,Ku according to
Kleene/Priest logic:
1 P J KK iff 0 P JKK; 0 P J KK iff JKKXpZzt0uq ‰ H;
K P J KK iff bot P JKK.
1 P JK _ LK iff JKKXpZzt0uq ‰ H; or JLKXpZzt0uq ‰
H; 0 P JK _ LK iff 0 P JKK and 0 P JLK; K P JK _ LK
iff (K P JKK and 0 P JLK) or (0 P JKK and K P JLK).
1 P JK ^ LK iff JKKXpZzt0uq ‰ H and JLKXpZzt0uq ‰
H; 0 P JK ^ LK iff 0 P JKK or 0 P JLK; K P JK ^ LK iff
K P JKK or K P JLK.
e) For integer terms K and L, JselectpK,LqK Ď tK, 0, 1u
includes: 0 iff JKKX Z ‰ H, 1 iff JLKX Z ‰ H, and K
iff K P JKKX JLK.
f) For integer term K and real terms X,Y , JK ? X : Y K ĎJXKYJY K includes: JY K if 0 P JKK, JXK if JKKXZzt0u ‰
H, and tKu if K P JKK and (CardpXq ą 1 _ CardpY q ą
1 _ X “ tKu _ X ‰ Y q.
The subtle semantics in Item f) means that K ? X : Y will
still be defined in case K is not, provided both X and Y
are single-valued and agree. It is employed in Example 5d) to
express a total join of functions; and justified by Example 3d).
Item e) is justified by Example 3c).
Note that g P G in (b) and selectpq in (e) constitute
atomic multivalued terms, all other atomic terms are single-
valued; and multivaluedness extends to composite terms,
although possible non-/singletons. Similarly, the semantics
induced by the annulment rules in (d) and (e) can break
propagation of K: for instance in Example 5c) below to express
a total but multivalued alternative to the partial single-valued
real comparison of Definition 4a). Intuitively realizing a real-
valued function in ERC (Definition 6e) requires the algorithm
to be correct for every possible choice of elements from the set
of values: think of some adversary ‘picking’ v P JtK, neither
reproducibly nor consistently! Some other useful operations
can be expressed using the above primitives:
Example 5:
a) Integer comparison “K ě 0” can be expressed as max  ´
maxt´1,´K ´ 1u, 0(. However “maxtX,´Xu” may
include negative values and is therefore in general not
equivalent to abspXq. On the other hand a variable as-
signment (Definition 6c) forces single-valuedness†: Apart
from the side effect, “x :“ X; maxtx,´xu” is equivalent
to abspXq.
b) For an integer term B and dummy single-valued real term
(e.g. a variable) X , testpBq :” B _ pX > Xq is
†similarly to looking for the state of Schrödinger’s Cat
defined (more precisely: has a value different from K) iff
B has a non-zero value.
c) A total but multivalued so-called soft comparison is ob-
tained from (b) as px >p 0q :”
"
1 : x ą ´2p
0 : x ă `2p
” select t´est `x >´ıppq˘, test `ıppq > x˘¯
d) The continuous conditional allows to algebraically express
the join of two given/computable functions f : r0; 1{2s Ñ
R and gr1{2; 1s Ñ R, necessarily agreeing at the amalga-
mation point fp1{2q “ gp1{2q [10, Lemma 4.3.5]:
r0; 1s Q t ÞÑ `t ă 1{2 ? fptq : gptq˘
is indeed defined also for t “ 1{2!
e) The classical discrete conditional n :“ K ? L : M (with
the same semantics as Definition 4f) can be expressed
using control instructions from Definition 6 below:
` :“ L; m :“M ; if ` “ m then n :“ m else
if K then n :“ ell else n :“ m endif ; endif
f) The ternary and higher generalizations of select can be
expressed using the binary one: selectpK,L,Mq ”
select
`
selectpK,Lq,M˘ ? 2 : selectpK,Lq
See line 7 in Algorithm (I). . .
We now introduce few simple imperative commands:
Definition 6: In addition to terms (syntax and semantics)
as in Definition 4, ERC has the following commands and
requirements (again deferring full formalization to Appendix B
and C):
a) “if B then P else Q endif ”:
Picks some value b P JBK for the (possibly multivalued)
integer term B. Executes instruction sequence P if b ‰ 0;
executes instruction sequence Q if b “ 0; does not return
if b “ K.
b) “while B do P endwhile ”:
Picks some value b P JBK for the (possibly multivalued)
integer term B; if b ‰ 0, executes the loop body (instruc-
tion sequence P ) and repeats. If b “ K, executing the
while instruction will fail/freeze.
c) Assignment “k :“ K”:
Picks some value of the integer term K and stores it in
integer variable k; if the chosen value is K, execution
will fail/freeze. More generally assignment “`rM s :“ K”
picks an integer value m of integer term M and an
integer value of integer term K and stores the latter in
array ` at position m P t0, . . . lenp`q ´ 1u, otherwise
fails/freezes. Similarly for real assignments “x :“ X” and
“yrM s :“ X”. . .
d) Code realizing in ERC an integer-valued partial (multi-)
function g :Ď Z ˆ Rd Ñ Z receives integer argument
k and real arguments x1, . . . xd as (single-valued) formal
variables. It may use a fixed number of temporary integer
and real (array) variables. If pk, ~xq P dompgq holds then,
after finitely many instructions comprised from (a) to (c),
it must return some integer term L with JLK Ď gpk, ~xq.
e) Code realizing in ERC a real-valued partial function
f :Ď Z ˆ Rd Ñ R receives, in addition to integer and
real arguments as in (d), a dedicated integer parameter
p. If pk, ~xq P dompfq holds then, after finitely many
instructions comprised from (a) to (c), it must return
some real term Z such that every value z of Z satisfies
|z ´ fpk, ~xq| ď ıppq.
Note that computing a multivalued function in ERC is de-
liberately defined only for integer values: the semantics of
limits in the multivalued case is still under exploration [42],
[43]. Definition 6e) captures numerical practice of computing
transcendental functions and iterative methods like Newton’s:
Real arguments x to a function f are (there sometimes
silently) considered exact, and the return value constitutes an
approximation z of error ď 2p to the exact value y “ fpxq —
hopefully [1, p.412]: Hoping for instance that rounding errors
and cancellation are tame; whereas in ERC the programmer
can rely on her code and rigorous correctness proofs (Sec-
tion V).
Moreover and quite conveniently to the user programmer,
when calling some thus realized real function f in a term
(Definition 4b) as part of the code of another function g, the
above formal semantics means that the value of f returned
is exact: Any realization‡ of ERC must internally ‘convert’
the sequence of approximations zp “ fpp, xq to its limit y “
fpxq with integer precision parameter pÑ ´8. In particular
our programming language does not provide nor need a limit
operator.
Theorem 7 (Turing-Completeness over the Reals): Every
partial real-valued function f computable in the sense of
Definition 6e) is also computable in the sense of Defini-
tion 2b); and, conversely, every such f computable in the
sense of Definition 2b) is also computable in the sense of
Definition 6e).
Every partial integer-valued multifunction g computable in the
sense of Definition 6d) is also computable in the sense of
Definition 2a); and, conversely, every such f computable in
the sense of Definition 2a) is also computable in the sense of
Definition 6d).
Proof (Sketch): According to Example 3, the semantics
of Definition 4 makes evaluating terms computable in the
sense of Recursive Analysis (Definition 2). For instance the
set tpx, yq : x ą yu is r.e. as, for integer sequences pamq, pbmq
with |x´am{2m|, |y´bm{2m| ď 2´m, x ą y ô Dn : am ą
bm` 1. Similarly for tpx, yq : x ă yu. By dovetailing, the re-
turn value of “x > y” can be determined, provided that x ‰ y.
Moreover the multivalued semantics has been carefully de-
signed to agree with composition (1) of multivalued mappings,
closed w.r.t computability; cmp. [28]. This carries over to loops
and assignments (Definition 6a-d). Regarding Definition 6e), a
real sequence zp with |zp´zq| ď 2p`2q can computationally
be converted to its limit [10, Theorems 4.2.3+4.3.8]. Therefore
‡iRRAM requires the user to explicitly apply one of its limit operators.
every real function or integer multifunction expressible in ERC
is computable in Recursive Analysis.
Regarding the converse, even without integer multiplication
as primitive, ERC can express it by repeated addition in a loop,
producing integer and real results along; similarly for powering
and more generally Ackermann’s Function. In fact we can
simulate a Counter Machine, and thus any Turing Machine,
on discrete inputs. Regarding a real argument x, Algorithm (I)
in Subsection III-A realizes a multivalued integer ‘function’
round : R Ñ Z satisfying @y P roundpxq : ˇˇx ´ yˇˇ ď 1.
Composing with the binary precision embedding, an :“
round
`
x ¨ ıpnq˘ P Z yields the numerators of a sequence
an{2n of dyadic approximations to x up to absolute error
ď 2´n: by [11, Definition 2.11] the way of presenting real
argument to a Turing machine computing fpxq. Similarly for
higher arities and mixed real/integer arguments: expressing in
ERC every real function or integer multifunction computable
in Recursive Analysis.
III. PROGRAMMING IN EXACT REAL COMPUTATION
The computably modified semantics of comparisons (Def-
inition 4a) and multivalued operations (Definition 4e+f) in
ERC might take some getting used to by classically-trained
programmers — for instance to guarantee not only termination
of loops, but also assert the loop condition to be total.
The present section demonstrates such coding techniques and
related issues at algorithms for three numerical problems: (I)
multivalued/non-functional integer rounding round : R Q
x ÞÑ tk P Z : |k ´ x| ă 1u, (II) Gaussian Elimination
with full pivoting, and (III) simple root finding. These exam-
ples demonstrate the practicality of the formal programming
language from Section II with partial tests, multivalued terms,
restriction to Presburger Arithmetic for integers (Section IV),
and binary precision embedding ı. We include comments for
precondition, loop in/variant, and postcondition as preparation
for the formal Hoare triples in Section V.
A. Integer Rounding
Like comparing real numbers, rounding down/up or to the
nearest integer is a common but uncomputable operation:
functionally. The multivalued/non-functional variant
round : R Q x ÞÑ tk P Z : x´ 1 ă k ă x` 1u Ď Z (2)
on the other hand is computable. A trivial realization in ERC
might, given real x ą 0, initialize integer k :“ 0 and real
y :“ 0 and, while select ` testpy > x´ 1q , testpx > yq ˘,
increment both k :“ k ` 1 and y :“ y ` 1, then in the end
return k. (Section IV justifies prohibiting direct comparison
or conversion of integer terms to real ones, thus requiring k
and y to explicitly grow simultaneously here. . . ) However this
‘unary’ approach would take a number of iterations propor-
tional to x’s value, that is, exponential in its integer («output)
binary length. A faster idea might be to determine the binary
expansion of k bitwise, by comparing x with appropriate
powers of two — naïvely: over the reals determining any
digit of ‘the’ binary expansion (or one of the at most two
possible ones) is well-known uncomputable since at least
Turing (1937). Instead, Algorithm (I) in ERC determines some
signed-digit expansion [44, Definition 7.2.4] of the argument
x P R.
Loop invariants have been included in order to convey
partial correctness with respect to the specified postcondition;
and a loop variant asserts the (here trivial) termination: cmp.
Section V below. Due to multivaluedness of the test, after the
real while loop (lines 2 to 4) has ended, the second argument
“y > 12” may still, whereas the first “|y|<1” must be true; but
always at least one of both is valid, thus guaranteeing total
correctness. In the integer loop (lines 5 to 10) multivaluedness
‘strikes’ only at line 7; which employs the ternary select
from Example 5e). Since ERC deliberately prevents mixing
real and integer arithmetic (in order for the below Theorem 8
to hold), “y´b” in line 8 is understood as splitting and treating
separately the three possible cases/values of b.
B. Gaussian Elimination
Consider the task of finding, given a singular ma-
trix A, some non-zero vector ~x in kernelpAq: a natural,
multivalued/non-functional problem solved by Gaussian Elim-
ination.
This classical algorithm has been formally verified over
decidable fields [45], not over the reals with undecidable
equality. Here one lacks naïve pivot tests, employed to deter-
mine termination when the outer/column loop counter exhausts
the matrix’ rank. The latter being uncomputable in the input
A’s entries, r :“ rankpAq P N instead has to be provided as
additional argument [46]–[48]:
ERC Algorithm (II) employs full pivoting. We emphasize
that the index operations, such as identifying two-dimensional
array positions pi, jq P t0, . . . d ´ 1u2 with one-dimensional
i ¨ d` j P t0, . . . d2 ´ 1u, can be expressed within Presburger
Arithmetic for arbitrary but fixed matrix dimension d P N. Also
note that pivot search in line 6 is guaranteed to succeed in that
the pd´kqˆpd´kq submatrix M :“ Brk . . . d´1, k . . . d´1s
under consideration will indeed contain at least one — but
usually far from unique — non-zero element. Finding the in-
dex of such a real pivot is therefore an inherently multivalued
problem, solvable in ERC as indicated in Algorithm Pivot.
C. Continuous Root Finding
Let f : r0, 1s Ñ R denote a given function, supposed
to be continuous (predicate contpfq in the below formal
prerequisite) with a unique and simple root: uniqpf, a, bq :”`D!x P ra, bs : fpxq “ 0 ^ fpaq ¨ fpbq ă 0˘
Bisection proceeds according to the sign of fp1{2q: undecid-
able in case 1{2 already is a root! Instead, trisection tests the
signs of both fp1{3q and fp2{3q in parallel, knowing from
the hypothesis on f that at most one of both can be zero
[49, bottom of p.336]. We have introduced the precondition
P :” contpfq ^ uniqpf, 0, 1q and postcondition
Q :” uniqpf, x, yq ^ |y ´ x| ď 2p; see Section V for
formal Hoare Logic.
Algorithm (I) INTEGER roundpREAL xq
1: INTEGER Q b; INTEGER Q k :“ 0; INTEGER Q l :“ 0; REAL Q y :“ x
2: while select
`
testp|y|<1q , testp|y|> 12 q
˘
do invar=
“
x “ y ¨ ıplq‰
3: l :“ l ` 1 ; y :“ y/2;
4: end while
“|y| ă 1‰
5: while l ą 0 do invar= “x “ py ` kq ¨ ıplq ^ |y| ă 1‰
6: y :“ y * 2
7: b :“ selectp testpy<0q , testp´1<y<1q , testpy>0qq ´ 1 // most significant signed binary digit of y
8: y :“ y ´ b ; k :“ k ` k ` b ; l :“ l ´ 1 variant= “l‰
9: end while; return k post=
“|x´ k| ă 1‰
Algorithm (II) REALrds Gauss (REALrdˆ ds A, INTEGER r)
1: INTEGER Q i, j, k, pi, pj, pirds; REAL Q t, ~xrds, Brdˆ ds pre “ “ rankpAq“ r ă d‰
2: for i :“ 0 to d´ 1 do // Initialization B :“ A, pi :“ id
3: piris :“ i ; for j :“ 0 to d´ 1 do Bri, js :“ Ari, js endfor ; endfor
4: for k :“ 0 to r ´ 1 do // Convert B to reduced row echelon form:
5: ppi´ kq ¨ pd´ kq ` ppj ´ kq :“PIVOT(pd´ kq2, Brk . . . d´ 1, k . . . d´ 1s) // Find pi, pj such that Brpi, pjs ‰ 0.
6: for j :“ 0 to d´ 1 do swappBrk, js, Brpi, jsq endfor // Exchange rows #k and #pi.
7: for i :“ 0 to d´ 1 do swappBri, ks, Bri, pjsq endfor // Exchange columns #k and #pj.
8: swapppirks, pirpjsq
9: for j :“ k to d´ 1 do // Scale row #k by 1{Brk, ks
10: Brk, js :“ Brk, js{Brk, ks // and subtract Bri, ks-fold from rows #i “ k ` 1 . . . d´ 1:
11: for i :“ k ` 1 to d´ 1 do Bri, js :“ Bri, js ´Bri, ks ˚Brk, js endfor
12: end for
13: end for; ~x
“
pird´ 1s‰ :“ 1 // Back-substitution for ~x, taking into account permutation pi:
14: for i :“ d´ 2 downto 0 do
15: t :“ 0 ; for j :“ d´ 1 downto i` 1 do t :“ t`Bri, js ˚ ~x“pirjs‰ endfor; ~x“piris‰ :“ ´t
16: end for; return ~x
Algorithm INTEGER PivotpINTEGER m, REALrmsM )
1: REAL Q x :“ max `|M r0s|, . . . |M rm´ 1s|q; INTEGER Q i :“ 0 pre “ “M P Rm ^M ‰ ~0‰
2: while select
`
testp|M ris| > x{2q : testpx > |M ris|q ˘ do invar “ “0 ď i ă m^ @jp0 ď j ă iñ |M rjs| ă xq‰
3: i :“ i` 1 variant “ “m´ i‰
4: end while; return i post “ “M ris ‰ 0 ^ 0 ď i ă m‰
Algorithm (III) REAL Trisection(INTEGER p, REALÑ REAL f )
1: REAL Q x :“ 0; REAL Q y :“ 1 pre “ “ uniqpf, 0, 1q ^ contpfq‰
2: while select
´
test
`
ıppq > y ´ x˘ , test `y ´ x > ıpp´ 1q˘ ¯ do invar “ “0 ď x ă y ď 1^ uniqpf, x, yq‰
3: if select
´
test
`
0 > fpp2x` yq{3q ˚ fpyq˘ , test `0 > fpxq ˚ fppx` 2yq{3q˘ ¯ variant “ “y ´ x´ 2p´1‰
4: then y :“ px` 2 ˚ yq{3 else x :“ p2 ˚ x` yq{3 endif
5: end while; return x post “ “ uniqpf, x, yq ^ |y ´ x| ď 2p‰
IV. LOGIC OF EXACT REAL COMPUTATION
Reflecting the operations on real numbers comprising terms
in ERC (Definition 4), consider the real numbers equipped
with addition/subtraction, comparison, and multiplication: By
Tarski-Seidenberg the first-order theory of this structure has
a decidable complete axiomatization. Similarly, and unlike
full integer arithmetic, decidable complete axiomatization is
feasible for the restricted Presburger arithmetic: with addi-
tion/subtraction and comparison (and even divisibility test by
any constant), but no binary multiplication. ERC connects both
sorts via the ‘binary precision’ mapping ı : Z Q p ÞÑ 2p P R.
Theorem 8: Consider the unary integer divisibility predicates
kZ for each k P N; and consider the ‘binary length’ function
tlog2u : p0;8q Ď R Ñ Z extended identically zero to whole
R. The first-order theory of the two-sorted structure, consisting
of reals pR,`,´,ˆ,ą,Rq with all constants and of Presburger
integers
`
Z,`,ą, kZ : k P N, 0, 1˘, connected by ı : Z Ñ R
and tlog2u : R Ñ Z, is decidable. Moreover it is ‘model
complete’ in that it admits elimination of quantifiers up to
one (either existential or universal) block. Replacing ı with
the ‘unary precision’ embedding N` Q n ÞÑ 1{n P R however
destroys decidability.
Decidability means that every formula in the above logical
language, such as loop invariants of algorithms in ERC, can
be formally verified/refuted. Recall that for example classical
WHILE programs over integers with multiplication do suffer
from Gödel undecidability [50, §6]. Theorem 8 also adds
justification to using binary precision in Definition 2, as
opposed to unary precision 1{n “  partially popular in
Numerics.
Proof (Theorem 8): A unary predicate Z, or (any total
extension of) the unary precision embedding, allows to express
integer multiplication via the reals — and thus recover Gödel.
However a celebrated result of Lou van den Dries [51] asserts
quantifier elimination for the expanded first-order theory of
real-closed fields
`
R,`,´,ˆ,ą,R, 2kZ : k P N, 2tlog2u˘ with
axiomatized additional predicates 2kZ and truncation function
to binary powers 2tlog2u; cmp. [52]. Both real-closed field`
R,`,´,ˆ,ą,R˘ and Presburger Arithmetic embed into the
expanded structure: the latter interpreted as its multiplicative
variant
`
2Z,ˆ,ą, 2kZ : k P N, 1, 2˘ called Skolem Arithmetic
[53]. So replace quantification over Skolem integers with
real quantifiers subject to the predicate 2kZ for k :“ 1.
And ı : Z Ñ R becomes the restricted identity id2Z in R:
Thus every formula ϕ with/out parameters in our two-sorted
structure translates signature by signature to an equivalent
one ϕ˜ over the expanded theory — where quantifiers can
be eliminated, yielding equivalent decidable ψ˜ (which may
involve binary truncation 2tlog2u).
To translate this back to some equivalent ψ over the two-sorted
structure, while re-introducing only one type of quantifiers,
replace predicate “x P 2kZ” for real x with “Dz P Z : z P
kZ ^ z “ ıpxq” or with “@z P Z : z P kZ _ z ‰ ıpxq”; and
similarly replace real binary truncation 2tlog2pxqu with “ıpzq”
for some/every z P Z s.t. ıpzq ď x ă ıpzq ` 1 in case x ą 0,
with 0 otherwise.
We now extend this two-sorted structure symbols like f
and/or g in order to formally argue also about terms/algorithms
involving additional axiomatized internal or external multi-
/functions f P F and g P G:
Definition 9:
a) A specification of a real function f :Ď Z ˆ Rd Ñ R
is a finite conjunction of implications
Ş
j ϕj ñ ψj
with ϕjpk, ~xq and ψjpk, ~x, yq formulas in the first-order
language of the two-sorted structure from Theorem 8 such
that ϕjpk, ~xq implies that y :“ fpk, ~xq is defined and
satisfies ψjpk, ~x, yq.
b) Similarly, a specification of an integer multifunction g :Ď
Z ˆ Rd Ñ Z is a finite conjunction of implicationsŞ
j ϕj ñ ψj with ϕjpk, ~xq and ψjpwq formulas in said
language such that ϕjpk, ~xq implies gpk, ~xq is defined and
satisfies ψjpk, ~x, `q for every ` P gpk, ~xq.
c) Given specifications of each f P F and each g P G, the
induced specification of a term according to Definition 4
is defined by structural induction.
Specification weakens definability. Theorem 8 guarantees that
specifiable properties of such real algorithms are actually
decidable: which justifies exploring formal correctness proofs
in Section V. On the other hand, not every valid property
can be expressed: For instance the real function x ÞÑ ex can
be realized in ERC (cmp. Example 10 below), but it cannot
be defined in the semi-algebraic first-order theory of the ring
of reals underlying Definition 9a) lest we run into Tarski’s
Exponential Function Problem. We thus choose (i) and (iii)
over (ii) among the well-known trade-off: Not all three are
simultaneously feasible among (i) a programming language
being Turing-complete, and thus able to realize an algorithm
whose termination is co-r.e. hard, (ii) a logic sufficiently
rich to express the termination of said algorithm, and (iii) a
sound deductive system powerful enough to derive every valid
statement of said logic. For instance integer WHILE programs
and Peano arithmetic satisfy (i) and (ii) but not (iii); cmp. [50,
§6].
As part of relinquishing (iii), the implicants ϕj in Defini-
tion 9a+b) need not characterize the domain of the function
being specified, but do assert dompfq,dompgq Ě tpk, ~xq :Ž
j ϕjpk, ~xqu. Section V below extends Hoare Logic to argue
about the semantics of algorithms in ERC and formally verify
some examples: In spite of formally relinquishing (ii), the
expressive power of Definition 9 seems sufficient for practical
applications.
Example 10: The exponential function is commonly com-
puted via its Taylor expansion exppxq “ řn xn{n! and some
tail bound such as
@N :
ˇˇˇ Nÿ
j“´p`5
xj{j!
ˇˇˇ
ď
ÿ
jě´p`5
2
1 ¨ 22 ¨ 23 24loooomoooon
“2{3
¨ 25lomon
ď1{2
¨ ¨ ¨ 2j
ď
ÿ
jě´p`5
2´j`4 “ 2p (3)
whenever x ď 2 and p ď 5. Thus calculating and returning
z :“ ř4´pj“0 xj{j! as approximation to y :“ exppxq is easily
implemented in ERC; however for the purpose of formally
verifying its correctness, due to the lack of unbounded sum-
mation, we could not express the Cauchy Property (3) within
the above logic. Instead, recall that
ex
nÑ8ÐÝ `1` xn˘n ď ex ď `1` xn˘n`1 nÑ8ÝÑ ex
holds for every x ě 0; in which case it suggests the following
verifiable algorithmic alternative:
INTEGER Q n :“ 1; REAL Q c :“ 1` x;
REAL Q a :“ c; REAL Q b :“ a ˚ c;
while select
´
test
`
ıppq > b´ a˘ , test `b´ a > ıpp´ 1q˘¯
n :“ n` n; c :“ 1` x{n; a :“ cn; b :“ a ˚ c; endwhile
It extends to the (deliberately overlapping) case x ď 1 via
exppxq “ expp1q{ expp1 ´ xq. Of course cn is meant as
abbreviation of a loop repeating multiplication; and x{n is
short for x{t, where t denotes a real variable initialized and
maintained synchronously to n.
V. HOARE-STYLE DEDUCTION FOR ERC
(Floyd-)Hoare Logic is a well-known formal system for
reasoning about partial and total correctness of imperative
programs [54]. It considers each individual command C
enriched with two comments: A Hoare Triple tP u C tQu
consists of a command C of the programming language under
consideration, along with two formulae P and Q in the
logical assertion language over the program’s state/variables
and abstract algebra; such that postcondition Q holds after
executing C whenever the precondition P was met before C.
Figure 1 for instance captures the Logic of classical WHILE
programs: with assignment “x :“ E” and control commands
“if B then . . . else . . .” and “while B do . . .”. Here E,B
denote integer terms and P rE{xs means substituting all oc-
currences of the variable x in the proposition P with E.
Rule (7) strengthens precondition and weakens postcon-
dition in order to connect adjacent Hoare triples. Partial
correctness of an entire program C “ pC1, . . . CN q with spec-
ification tP u C tQu thus decomposes into assigning triples
tPju Cj tQju to each command Cj of C, such that P ñ P1
and QN ñ Q can be proven in some appropriate deductive
system. Total correctness additionally requires proving that
the program always terminates. We follow the convention of
writing
“
Q
‰
instead of tQu for an assertion including total
correctness. The predicate I in (6) is called loop invariant;
whereas integer term V is the loop variant: required to strictly
decrease in each iteration, and to satisfy the implication
I ^ pV ď 0q ñ  b for asserting termination. Formally,
the bound symbol Z taken to be universally quantified over
integers§.
Remark 11: The continuous realm of ERC requires adapting
classical Hoare Logic for three reasons:
§https://archive.eiffel.com/doc/faq/variant.html
i) A real loop variant might strictly decrease infinitely
often, without ever reaching zero.
ii) A ‘Boolean’ term B could be undefined; in which
case merely evaluating it in the while condition of an
otherwise terminating loop would spoil total correctness.
And even when defined, multivaluedness may make
B _ B contain value 0 and thus render vacuous both
hypotheses of Rule (5). Alternatively, B _  B can
contain both values 1 and K.
iii) Formally expressing (or forbidding) the latter case re-
quires adding the new element K R Z Y R to the
two-sorted structure from Theorem 8 and extending
the standard operations according to Definition 4. And
although decidability of its first-order theory does carry
over to K, it cannot capture the set-valued (=second-
order) semantics of Definition 4.
iv) Devise Hoare Triples for the atomic formulas from
Definition 4, including two new commands select and
B ? X : Y , and for Definition 6.
To fix (i), require that V decreases in each round by at least
some fixed ε ą 0. To mend (ii), add the hypothesis that B
be defined: K R JBK. See Figure 2 for the modified Hoare
Rules. Note how they reflect the operational semantics of ERC
according to Definition 6 as explained in the paragraph preced-
ing Example 5: during execution, elements of a multivalued
term get ‘picked’, neither reproducibly nor consistently: In the
fragment if B then C else D from (9), conditional code D
(C) in general cannot suppose B again evaluates to 0 (‰ 0). In
(10), the loop invariant I and variant V refer to a single-valued
predicate and expression according to Definition 9; ε ą 0
and Z are existentially and universally quantified over real
numbers¶.
Finally regarding Remark 11iii), we rephrase the set-valued
semantics JtK from Definition 4 in terms of predicates LtM
according to Definition 9 such that JtK “  x P Z Y R Y
tKu : LtMpxq(: predicate transformer semantics [55] — see
Appendix D for the tedious technical details spelled out also
regarding Remark 11iv). As proof-of-concept, Appendix E
demonstrates formal verification of the aforementioned root-
finding Algorithm (III) from Subsection III-C.
For automated verification, Appendix F describes the me-
chanical extraction of the weakest precondition predicate P 1 to
a given ERC algorithm A with specification tP u A tQu; that
is, P 1 such that P 1 ñ Q. With such assistance, correctness
is thus (decidable and) equivalent to “P ñ P ”: a claim to
be presented to, say, some proof assistant. The source code is
available at http://erc.realcomputation.asia/.
VI. FUNCTIONALS IN EXACT REAL COMPUTATION
Algorithm (III) receives a continuous function as argument,
accessible by pointwise blackbox evaluation, and is thus of
higher type: a functional. To formalize such computations, and
¶As opposed to the discrete case, a single real variant V and a fixed
decrease ε ą 0 are in general only sufficient but not necessary for a loop to
terminate.
“
Qre{Es‰ x:=E “Q‰ (4)“
P ^B‰ C “R‰ “P ^ B‰ D “R‰“
P
‰
if B then C else D
“
R
‰
(5)“
I ^B ^ pV “ Zq‰ C “I ^ pV ă Zq‰, I ^ pV ď 0q ñ  B“
I
‰
while B do C
“
I ^ B‰ (6)
P ñ P 1 “P 1‰ C “Q1‰ Q1 ñ Q“
P
‰
C
“
Q
‰
(7)
Fig. 1: Example Rules of Classical Hoare Logic
“K R JEK ^ @e P JEK : Qre{xs‰ x:=E “Q‰ (8)“
P ^K R JBK ^ Db P JBK : b ‰ 0‰ C “R‰ “P ^K R JBK^ 0 P JBK‰ D “R‰“K R JBK ^ P‰ if B then C else D “R‰ (9)“
I ^ pV “ Zq ^ K R JBK^ Db P JBK : b ‰ 0‰ C “I ^K R JBK^ pV ď Z ´ εq‰, I ^ pV ď 0q ñ JBK “ t0u“
I ^K R JBK‰ while B do C “I ^ 0 P JBK‰ (10)
Fig. 2: Modified Rules for ERC
justify the above verification, we expand the semantics of ERC
(Definition 6e) to ERC’.
Definition 12: Fix L P N and formulas χ`pk, ~xq in the first-
order language of the two-sorted structure from Theorem 8
such that X` “ tpk, ~xq : χ`pk, ~xqu Ď ZˆRe` is non-empty and
compact, 1 ď ` ď L. Let C`Xq denote the set of continuous
total f : X Ñ R. Expand the aforementioned logical language
with finitely many symbols of real functions f` : X` Ñ R.
a) A specification of a functional
Λ :Ď Zˆ Rd ˆ CpX1q ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ CpXLq Ñ R (11)
is a finite conjunction of implications
Ź
I ΦI ñ ΨI with
ΦIpk, ~x, ~fq and ΨIpk, ~x, ~f, yq formulas in the aforemen-
tioned expanded language such that ΦIpk, ~x, ~fq implies
that y :“ Λpk, ~x, ~fq is defined and satisfies ΨIpk, ~x, ~f, yq.
b) As in ERC, code realizing some real-valued partial func-
tion f :Ď Z ˆ Re Ñ R receives argument pk, ~xq as
well as integer precision parameter p. If pk, ~xq P dompfq
holds then, after finitely many steps, the program must
end with the instruction “return pY,Qq” for some real
term Y accompanied by an integer term Q satisfying the
following: Y and Q are defined, and for every value y of
Y and every value q of Q it holds
@pk, ~x1qPdompfq : }~x´~x1}ď2q ñ |y´fpk, ~x1q|ď2p (12)
c) Calling a real-valued partial function f :Ď Z ˆ Re Ñ R
with argument pk, ~xq P dompfq returns the exact value
y “ fpk, ~xq as in ERC; but calling it with pk, ~x, pq, p P Z,
returns some q P Z such that Equation (12) holds.
d) A name of a uniformly continuous partial function f :Ď
Z ˆ Re Ñ R is a string function σ : t0,1u˚ Ñ t0,1u˚
of the form σ
`
0n 10k 1 binp~aq˘ “ 0µpnq 1 binpbq for
every ~a P Ze with }~x ´ ~a{2n} ď 2´n for some pk, ~xq P
dompfq, where µ : NÑ N is a modulus of continuity of f
and |fp~xq´ b{2n| ď 2´n holds for every pk, ~xq P dompfq
with }~x´ ~a{2n} ď 2´n.
e) Computing a functional Λ as in Equation (11) means for
an oracle Turing machine Mσ1,...σL to return, given any
p P Z and any integer sequence pk,~a0,~a1, . . .~am, . . .q with
}~x´~am{2m} ď 2´m and pk, ~x, f1, . . . fLq P dompfq and
σi name of fi, some integer b with |y ´ b ¨ 2p| ď 2p for
y :“ Λpk, ~x, f1, . . . fLq; the computational behaviour on
other input sequences is arbitrary.
Items d+e) are from [56, §4.3]. Recall that a modulus of
continuity µ : N Ñ N of a function f : X Ñ Y between
metric spaces pX, dq and pY, eq satisfies e`fpxq, fpx1q˘ ď 2´n
whenever dpx, x1q ď 2´µpnq. As in Definition 9a), the impli-
cants Φj in Definition 12a) assert properties of the domain
of the functional. However, as opposed to Definition 9a),
ERC’ requires function arguments f P CpXq to have definable
domains X “ tpk, ~xq : χpk, ~xqu. Note that every specificationŹ
j ϕj ñ ψj of some f P CpXq in the sense of Def.9a)
induces an implicant Φ in the sense of Def.12a) via Φ :“ľ
j
´
@k P Z @x1, . . . xe P R : ϕjpk, ~xq ñ ψj
`
k, ~x, fpk, ~xq˘¯.
Regarding Definition 12c), a modulus of continuity is indeed
in general required when computing functionals in (d+e) [56,
§4.3]. We now can strengthen Theorem 7:
Theorem 13:
a) Fix a computably compact domain X Ď Z ˆ Re. A
function f : X Ñ R is computable iff it can be expressed
in ERC’ in the sense of Definition 12c).
b) Fix computably compact domains X1, . . . XL as in Defini-
tion 12. A partial functional Λ according to Equation (11)
is computable in the sense of Recursive Analysis (Defini-
tion 12d) iff it can be realized in ERC’ in the sense of
Definition 12c).
Claim b) is an imperative counterpart to the functional [57].
Extending it to higher types seems difficult and subtle [58].
Proof (Sketch):
a) Any function realizable in ERC’ is also realizable in
ERC and therefore computable. For the converse, it is
well-known that any computable function on computably
compact domains has a computable modulus of continuity
[10, Theorem 6.2.7]; which yields the required mapping
µ : p ÞÑ q in Definition 12b).
b) Intuitively, replace each oracle call in Definition 12e) with
a call in ERC’ to the function argument according to
Definition 12c); and vice versa.
VII. EXTENSIONS AND PERSPECTIVES
We have formalized ERC as a Turing-complete imperative
programming language with rigorous, multivalued semantics
of carefully chosen and tweaked operations; we have demon-
strated its benefits to the elegant design of rigorous algorithms
operating on real numbers without rounding errors, and the
convenience of formal verification exploiting the properties of
reals that rational/floatingpoint numbers lack. The following
considerations are up for future investigation:
‚ Computational Cost: Following the design of an algo-
rithm comes its analysis in terms of computational cost
as quantitative indicator of its practical performance. For
realistic predictions, Real Complexity Theory [11], [59]
employs the bit-cost model — as opposed to unit cost
common in Algebraic Complexity Theory [60]. [37, Defi-
nition 2.4] suggests a logarithmic cost measure where each
operation is supposed to take time according to the binary
length of the integer (part of the real) to be processed.
More accurate predictions take into account the precision
parameter ´p from Definition 6e); and for comparisons
“x > y” (Definition 4a) the logarithm of the difference
|x´ y|.
‚ Multivalued Real Functions: Definition 6d) of computing
mappings from reals to integers is deliberately concerned
with the multivalued case: any single-valued, and necessar-
ily continuous [10, Theorems 4.3.1+3.2.11], function with
connected domain and discrete range must be continuous.
On the other hand Definition 6e) of computing real values
is deliberately restricting to the single-valued case: defin-
ing approximation of real multivalued functions is delicate
and currently under exploration [42], [43].
‚ Continuous Structures beyond the Reals: Real Com-
putability Theory has been extended to topological T0
spaces, Real Complexity Theory to compact metric spaces
[61]. We are working on similarly extending ERC to con-
tinuous abstract data types beyond real numbers/functions,
such as tensors [62] and groups [63].
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APPENDIX A
SYNTAX
ERC is an imperative language that has distinction between statements and terms. Data types of ERC are defined as follow:
τ :“ R | Z | Rpnq | Zpnq
R pRpnqq represents real numbers (arrays of size n) and Z pZpnqq represents integer numbers (arrays of size n).
Though a term itself does not come with its type, in order to make it easier to be understood, we write z, zi to denote terms
which should be typed Z, and x, y, xi to denote terms which should be typed R. Terms are defined inductively as follow:
T, t, z, zi, x, y, xi :“
| ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 1, 0, 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ integer constants | ¨ ¨ ¨ ´ 1.0, 0.0, 1.0 ¨ ¨ ¨ real constants
| v variable | T rzs array access | x ą y real comparison
| fptq function application | t1 ` t2 addition | ´ t additive inversion
| x ˚ y multiplication | {x multiplicative inversion | maxpt1, t2q maximum
|  z1 boolean negation | z1 ^ z2 boolean conjunction
| z1 _ z2 boolean disjunction | selectpz0, z1q multivalued select
| z ? x : y conditional | ιpzq precision embedding
While a term represents values of a certain type, statements provide means of computation. Statements in ERC are constructed
as follow:
S, S1, S2 :“
|  Skip
| v :“ t Variable Assignment
| T rzs :“ t Array Assignment
| newvar v :“ t New Variable
| S1; S2 Sequence
| if z then S1 else S2 Branching
| while z do S Loop
Having data types, terms and statements defined, we can finally define what a program in ERC is:
P :“
input v1 : τ1, v2 : τ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn : τn
S
return t
APPENDIX B
TYPE CHECKING
B.1. Type of Terms
Context is a mapping from a set of variables to their corresponding types; e.g., Γpxq “ R. Well–typedness of a term t to τ
under a context Γ is written as Γ $ t : τ . The below shows ERC’s type inference rules. Type checking, which is a function
that tells whether a term t is well–typed and, if so, what type it has, under a context Γ is well–defined and computable.
Γ $ c : Z Γ $ c.0 : R
v P dompΓq Γpvq “ τ
Γ $ v : τ
Γ $ z : Z T P dompΓq ΓpT q “ τpnq
Γ $ T rzs : τ
Γ $ x, y : R
Γ $ x ą y : Z
f P G Γ $ ti : piipdompfqq
Γ $ fpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : Z
f P F Γ $ ti : piipdompfqq
Γ $ fpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : R
τ :“ R or Z Γ $ t1, t2 : τ
Γ $ t1 ` t2 : τ
τ :“ R or Z Γ $ t : τ
Γ $ ´t : τ
Γ $ x, y : R
Γ $ x ˚ y : R
Γ $ x : R
Γ $ {x : R
τ :“ R or Z Γ $ t1, t2 : τ
Γ $ maxpt1, t2q : τ
Γ $ z : Z
Γ $  z : Z
Γ $ z1, z2 : Z
Γ $ z1 ^ z2 : Z
Γ $ z1, z2 : Z
Γ $ z1 _ z2 : Z
Γ $ z1, z2 : Z
Γ $ selectpz0, z1q : Z
Γ $ z : Z Γ $ x, y : R
Γ $ pz ? x : yq : R
Γ $ z : Z
Γ $ ιpzq : R
B.2. Well-typed Statements
Unlike terms, a statement in ERC may modify contexts. Let us denote a statement S under a context Γ being well–typed
and yielding a new context Γ1 as follow:
Γ $ S Ź Γ1
Well–typedness of a statement is defined with the inference rules as follow:
Γ $ Ź Γ
Γ $ t : τ Γpvq “ τ
Γ $ v :“ tŹ Γ
Γ $ z : Z Γ $ t : τ ΓpT q “ τpnq τ “ Z or R
Γ $ T rzs :“ tŹ Γ
v R dompΓq Γ $ t : τ
Γ $ newvar v :“ t Ź ΓY tpv ÞÑ τq
Γ $ S1 Ź Γ1 Γ1 $ S2 Ź Γ2
Γ $ S1;S2 Ź Γ2
Γ $ z : Z Γ $ S1 Ź Γ Γ $ S2 Ź Γ
Γ $ if z then S1 else S2 Ź Γ
Γ $ z : Z Γ $ S Ź Γ
Γ $ while z do S Ź Γ
Note that a new variable cannot be declared inside of a branching or a loop. Showing the type checking of a statement
being well–defined and computable can be done by directly constructing it, using the recursion above.
B.3. Type of Program
An ERC program
P :“
input v1 : τ1, v2 : τ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn : τn
S
return t
is well–typed if,
Γ0 $ S Ź Γ and Γ $ t : τ
where Γ0 :“ Yipvi ÞÑ τiq. We say that the ERC program P is a function from τ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ τn to τ .
APPENDIX C
DENOTATIONAL SEMANTICS
Well–typed terms, statements and programs have semantics which are mathematical meanings of the objects in the
programming language.
Semantics of data types are JRK “ R a set of real numbers, JRpnqK “ Rn a set of real vectors of dimension n, JZK “ Z a
set of integers and JZpnqK “ Zn a set of integer vectors of dimension n,
Semantic of a context is a set of assignments; for an example, if Γ “ x ÞÑ R, then JΓK :“ tx ÞÑ w : w P Ru. An element
σ P JΓK of the semantic of a context is called state, which is a specific assignment of variables defined in Γ.
We use the Powerdomain discovered by Plotkin in order to define the space of our semantics [Plotkin 1976] : For any set A,
AK is a poset where K Ď a for all a P A and any distinct elements of A are not comparable. For any set A, we define PpAKq
a set of nonempty subsets of A with an extra condition that for any infinite B P PpAKq, K P B. We say a member of PpAKq
is proper if it does not contain K. Egli–Milner ordering gives order in PpAKq such that p Ď q if K P p and p Ď q Y tKu,
otherwise if p “ q; the ordering makes PpAKq a domain; hence, equipping point–wise ordering in A Ñ PpAKq is also a
domain.
C.1. Semantic of Terms
Considering the multivalue concept in ERC, a term’s meaning under a state is a subset of a certain set; e.g., for a well–typed
term Γ $ t : Z, its semantic under a state σ is a subset of integers; semantic of a well–typed term is a function of the following
type:
JΓ $ t : τK : JΓKÑ PpJτKKq
As is mentioned, semantic only is defined to well–typed terms. However, to ease describing, we often omit Γ, τ and simply
write JtK instead of JΓ $ t : τK. The semantic of well–typed terms is defined as follow:
JΓ $ c : ZKσ “ tcuJΓ $ c.0 : RKσ “ tcuJΓ $ v : τKσ “ tσpvqu
JΓ $ T rzs : τKσ “ ď
nPJzKσ
#
tpinpσpT qqu if 0 ď n ă dimpΓpT qq
tKu else
JΓ $ x ą y : ZKσ “ ď
x1PJxKσ y1PJyKσ
$’&’%
t1u if x1 ą y1
t0u if x1 ă y1
tKu if x1 “ y1 or x “ K or y “ K
JΓ $ fpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : ZKσ “ ď
wiPJtiKσ
#
fpw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq if wi ‰ K and pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq P dompfq
tKu else
JΓ $ fpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : RKσ “ ď
wiPJtiKσ
#
tfpw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnqu if wi ‰ K and pw1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , wnq P dompfq
tKu else
JΓ $ t1 ` t2 : τKσ “ ď
w1PJt1Kσ w2PJt2Kσtw1
˜`w2u
JΓ $ ´t : τKσ “ ď
wPJtKσt
˜´wu
JΓ $ x ˚ y : RKσ “ ď
w1PJt1Kσ w2PJt2Kσtw1
˜ˆw2u
JΓ $ {x : RKσ “ ď
wPJtKσ
#
t1{wu if w ‰ K, w ‰ 0
tKu else
JΓ $ maxpt1, t2q : τKσ “ ď
w1PJt1Kσ w2PJt2Kσtm˜axpw1, w2qu
JΓ $  z : ZKσ “ ď
wPJzKσ
$’&’%
t1u if w “ 1
t0u if w ‰ 0 w ‰ K
tKu else
JΓ $ z1 ^ z2 : ZKσ “ ď
w1PJz1Kσ w2PJz2Kσ
$’&’%
t1u if w1, w2 “ 1
t0u if w1 “ 0 or w2 “ 0
tKu else
JΓ $ z1 _ z2 : ZKσ “ ď
w1PJz1Kσ w2PJz2Kσ
$’&’%
t1u if w1 “ 1 or w2 “ 1
t0u if w1, w2 “ 0
tKu else
JΓ $ selectpz0, z1q : ZKσ “ ď
b0PJz0Kσ b1PJz1Kσ
$’&’%
t0u if b0 ‰ K
t1u if b1 ‰ K
tKu if b0 “ b1 “ K
JΓ $ pz ? x : yq : RKσ “ ď
bPJzKσ
$’&’%
JxKσ if b ‰ 0^ b ‰ KJyKσ if b “ 0JxKσ d JyKσ else.
JΓ $ ιpzq : RKσ “ ď
wPJzKσ
#
t2wu if w ‰ K
tKu else
For an operation op, we write o˜p which extends the co/–domain of op so that it returns K when at least one of its arguments
turn out to be K; otherwise, it remains the same. For two sets U, V the operation d on those is defined as follow:
U d V :“
#
U if K R U “ V |U | “ 1
tKu else.
C.2. Semantic of Statements
Considering multivaluedness in ERC, we let the semantic of a well–typed statement to be a function from the set of states
to the restricted powerset of the resulting states:
q
Γ $ S Ź Γ1y : JΓKÑ PpqΓ1yKq
Semantic of the statements except for the while loop are defined as follow:
JΓ $ Ź ΓKσ “ tσu
JΓ $ v :“ tŹ ΓKσ “ ď
wPJtKσ
#
tσrv ÞÑ wsu if w ‰ K
tKu else
JΓ $ T rzs :“ tŹ ΓKσ “ ď
nPJzKσ wPJtKσ
#
tσrT n wsu if 0 ď n ă d and w ‰ K
tKu else.
q
Γ $ newvar v :“ t Ź Γ1yσ “ ď
wPJtKσ
#
tσ Y pv ÞÑ wqu if w ‰ K
tKu else
q
Γ $ S1;S2 Ź Γ1
y
σ “
ď
δPJS1Kσ
#JS2K δ if δ ‰ K
tKu else
JΓ $ if z then S1 else S2 Ź ΓKσ “ ď
bPJzKσ
$’&’%
JS1K δ if b ‰ K, b ‰ 0JS2K δ if b “ 0
tKu if b “ K
σrT n ws is to substitute the n’th element of T in the state σ if n is in proper range of T ’s dimension, otherwise be K.
In order to construct semantic of the loop statement, let us consider the recursive semantic equation:
Jwhile z do SKσ “ Jif z then S; pwhile z do Sq else Kσ
“
ď
bPJzKσ
$’&’%
JS; pwhile z do SqKσ
tσu
tKu
“
ď
bPJzKσ δPJSKσ
$’&’%
Jwhile z do SK δ if δ ‰ K b ‰ K b ‰ 0
tσu if b “ 0
tKu else
We can define an operator of type pJΓKÑ PpJΓKKqq Ñ pJΓKÑ PpJΓKKqq as follow:
Fz,Spfq “ λσ.
ď
bPJzKσ δPJSKσ
$’&’%
fpδq if δ, b ‰ K and b ‰ 0
tσu if b “ 0
tKu else
Proof of monotonicity and continuity of Fz,S will follow the proof used to define semantic of bounded nondeterminism in
Dijkstra’s guarded command [Dijkstra 1978] ; see the proof in a classic textbook: [Reynolds 1998]
The semantic of the loop statement can be defined as the least fixed point of the operator:
Jwhile z do SKσ “ F8z,SpKq
Or, consider the chain:
ω0 :“ λσ. K Ď ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď ωi`1 :“ Fz,Spωiq Ď ¨ ¨ ¨
where Jwhile z do SKσ “ Ů8 ωiσ.
C.3. Semantic of Programs
Having semantic of statements, we can define semantic of ERC programs. Recall that a ERC program is constructed with
the following format:
P :“
input v1 : τ1, v2 : τ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn : τn
S
return t
A well–typed program P guarantees the following well–typedness: Γ0 $ S Ź Γ and Γ $ t : τ where Γ0 :“ Yipvi ÞÑ τiq
with some τ . The semantic of the program P is a set–valued function
JPK : JΓKÑ PpJτKKq
such that JPK :“ λpx1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , xnq. tσ : σ P JtK δ ^ δ P JSKYi pvi ÞÑ xiqu.
We say the program P is total if JPK does not contain K for its any input values. We say the program P is single–valued
if JPK is a singleton for any of its input values.
APPENDIX D
VERIFICATION
Assertion is a logical predicate on a set of assignments. A language used to define assertions is called assertion language.
In ERC, we let the first–order language on the two sorted structure (see Theorem 8) to be the assertion language.
D.1. Translation Function
In a simple language, it is trivial how to translate a programming term into an assertion language; for an example, consider
a programming term x ą y where x, y are variables. Then, the corresponding predicate which defines the set of states which
yields the evaluation (semantic) of the term to be a boolean value true would be x ą y.
However, in ERC, semantic of terms is quite subtle. Since a term t can be multivalued itself, the direct translation does not
work: Its semantics is a set. Now we do not have a power object in the assertion language. Instead we identify the set of values
with the properties of its elements, expressed as in first-order logic as predicate over the two-sorted structure of integers and
real numbers. We construct a translation function which translates a well–typed term into a predicate in our assertion language
which exactly defines the values of the term’s semantic.
We introduce two translation functions that are constructed simultaneously: Hptqpkqσ defines those values in JtKσ except for
K and LtMpkqσ defines those values in a proper JtKσ; In other words, Hptqpkq Ø k P JtKσ and LtMpkq Ø K R JtKσ^ k P JtKσ
where k isn’t quantified over K.
Translation function is also only for well–typed terms. However, to ease writing, we write LtM instead of LΓ $ t : τM; when
Γ or τ appears, it refers to those that are omitted. To be precise, LΓ $ t : τM is a predicate on JtK ˆ JΓK. For example,LΓ $ x : RM “ λr.λσ. r “ σpxq. However, to make the description simpler, we leave σp¨q implicit. Hence, we will writeLΓ $ x : RM “ λr. r “ x instead. (Same for Hp¨q)
Hpcq “ λω. ω “ c
Hpc.0q “ λω. ω “ c
Hpvq “ λω. ω “ v
HpT rzsq “ λω. Dn. ω “ pinpT q
Hpx ą yq “
λω.
ω “ 1^ Dω1 ω2. Hpxqpω1q ^Hpyqpω2q ^ ω1 ą ω2
_ ω “ 0^ Dω1 ω2. Hpxqpω1q ^Hpyqpω2q ^ ω2 ą ω1
Hpfpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : Rq “
λω.
Dω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. ω “ fpω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnq ^ p^iHptiqpωiqq ^ _ipφpfqipω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnqq
Hpfpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : Zq “
λω.
Dω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. p^iHptiqpωiqq ^ p^ipφpfqi Ñ ψpfqiqpω, ω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnqq ^ _iφpfqipω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnq
Hpt1 ` t2q “ λω. Dω1 ω2. ω “ ω1 ` ω2 ^Hpt1qpω1q ^Hpt2qpω2q
Hp´tq “ λω. Dω1. ω “ ´ω1 ^Hptqpω1q
Hpx ˚ yq “ λω. Dω1 ω2. ω “ ω1 ˆ ω2 ^Hpt1qpω1q ^Hpt2qpω2q
Hp{xq “ λω. Dω1 ‰ 0. ω ˆ ω1 “ 1^Hpxqpω1q
Hpmaxpt1, t2qq “
λω. Dω1 ω2. Hpt1qpω1q ^Hpt2qpω2q ^ pω “ ω1 ^ ω1 ą ω2q _ pω “ ω2 ^ ω2 ą ω1q _ ω “ ω1 “ ω2
Hp zq “ λω. pω “ 1^Hpzqp0qq _ pω “ 0^ Dω1 ‰ 0. Hpzqpω1qq
Hpz1 ^ z2q “
λω.
ω “ 0^ pHpz1qp0q _Hpz2qp0qq
_ ω “ 1^ Dω1 ω2. pω1, ω2 ‰ 0^Hpz1qpω1q ^Hpz2qpω2qq
Hpz1 _ z2q “
λω.
ω “ 1^ Dω1 ω2. pω1, ω2 ‰ 0^Hpz1qpω1q _Hpz2qpω2qq
_ ω “ 0^ pHpz1qp0q ^Hpz2qp0qq
Hpselectpz0, z1qq “ λω. pω “ 0^ Dω0. Hpz0qpω0qq _ pω “ 1^ Dω1. Hpz1qpω1qq
Hpz ? x : yq “
λω.
Dω1 ‰ 0 ω2. ω “ ω2 ^Hpzqpω1q ^Hpxqpω2q
_ Dω3. ω “ ω3 ^Hpzqp0q ^Hpyqpω3q
_  pDω1. LzMpω1qq ^ Dω1. ω “ ω1 ^ LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω1q
^ @ω2. LxMpω2q _ LyMpω2q Ñ ω1 “ ω2
Hpιpzqq “ λω. Dω1. ω “ 2ω1 ^Hpzqpω1q
LcM “ λω. ω “ cLc.0M “ λω. ω “ cLvM “ λω. ω “ vLT rzsM “ λω. pDn. ω “ pinpT q ^ LzMpnqq ^ p@n. LzMpnq Ñ 0 ď n ă dimpT qqLx ą yM “
λω.
ω “ 1^ Dω1 ω2. LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω2q ^ ω1 ą ω2
_ ω “ 0^ Dω1 ω2. LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω2q ^ ω2 ą ω1
^ @ω1 ω2. LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω2q Ñ ω1 ‰ ω2
Lfpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : RM “
λω.
Dω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. ω “ fpω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnq ^ p^iLtiMpωiqq
^ @ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. p^iLtiMpωiqq Ñ _iφpfqipω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnqLfpt1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , tnq : ZM “
λω.
Dω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. p^iLtiMpωiqq ^ p^ipφpfqi Ñ ψpfqiqpω, ω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnqq
^ @ω1 ¨ ¨ ¨ωn. p^iLtiMpωiqq Ñ _iφpfqipω1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , ωnqLt1 ` t2M “ λω. Dω1 ω2. ω “ ω1 ` ω2 ^ Lt1Mpω1q ^ Lt2Mpω2qL´tM “ λω. Dω1. ω “ ´ω1 ^ LtMpω1qLx ˚ yM “ λω. Dω1 ω2. ω “ ω1 ˆ ω2 ^ Lt1Mpω1q ^ Lt2Mpω2qL{xM “ λω. Dω. ω ˆ ω1 “ 1^ LxMpω1q ^ @ω1. LxMpω1q Ñ ω1 ‰ 0Lmaxpt1, t2qM “
λω. Dω1 ω2. Lt1Mpω1q ^ Lt2Mpω2q ^ pω “ ω1 ^ ω1 ą ω2q _ pω “ ω2 ^ ω2 ą ω1q _ ω1 “ ω2 “ ωL zM “ λω. pω “ 1^ LzMp0qq _ pω “ 0^ Dω1 ‰ 0. LzMpω1qqLz1 ^ z2M “
λω.
ω “ 0^Lz1Mp0q ^ @ω1. Lz1Mpω1q Ñ ω1 “ 0
_ Lz2Mp0q ^ @ω2. Lz2Mpω2q Ñ ω2 “ 0
_ Dω1 ω2. Lz1Mpω1q ^ Lz2Mpω2q ^ pLz1Mp0q _ Lz2Mp0qq
_ ω “ 1^ Dω1 ω2 ‰ 0. Lz1Mpω1q ^ Lz2Mpω2qLz1 _ z2M “
λω.
ω “ 1^
Dω1. Lz1Mpω1q ^  Lz1Mp0q
_ Dω2. Lz2Mpω2q ^  Lz2Mp0q
_ Dω1 ω2. Lz1Mpω1q ^ Lz2Mpω2q ^ pDk ‰ 0. Lz1Mpkq _ Lz2Mpkqq
_ ω “ 0^ Lz1Mp0q ^ Lz2Mp0qLselectpz0, z1qM “
λω.
pω “ 0^ Dω0. Hpz0qpω0qq _ pω “ 1^ Dω1. Hpz1qpω1qq
^ Dk. Lz0Mpkq _ Lz1Mpkq
Lz ? x : yM “
λω.
Dω1 ‰ 0. LzMpω1q Ñ Dω2. LxMpω2q
^ LzMp0q Ñ Dω3. LyMpω3q
^ Dω1 ‰ 0 ω2. ω “ ω2 ^ LzMpω1q ^ LxMpω2q
_ Dω3. ω “ ω3 ^ LzMp0q ^ LyMpω3q
_  pDω1. LzMpω1qq ^ Dω1. ω “ ω1 ^ LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω1q
^ @ω2. LxMpω2q _ LyMpω2q Ñ ω1 “ ω2LιpzqM “ λω. Dω1. ω “ 2ω1 ^ LzMpω1q
Theorem 14: tv : HpΓ $ t : τqpvqσu “ JΓ $ t : τKσztKu. And, tv : LΓ $ t : τMpvqσu “ ∅ if and only if K P JΓ $ t : τKσ.
If tv : LΓ $ t : τMpvqσu ‰ ∅, then it coincides with JΓ $ t : τKσ
Proof: It can be proved by induction on t. Skipping trivial cases, let us see Lz1 ^ z2M, Hpz ? x : yq, Lx ą yM, andLselectpz0, z2qM.
– [conjunction] See that K P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ if and only if either one of the three cases holds:
a) K P Jz1K^K P Jz2K
b) K P Jz1K^K R Jz1K^ 1 P Jz2K
c) 1 P Jz1K^K P Jz2K^K R Jz2K.
The first case disables Lz1Mpkq and Lz2Mpkq for any k, hence Lz1 ^ z2Mpωq cannot be satisfied for any ω. The second case
implies Lz1Mpkq is false for any k and Lz2Mp1q is satisfied. Hence, all the four clauses in Lz1 ^ z2M cannot be satisfied.
See that tω : Lz1 ^ z2Mu “ ∅ only if all the four conditions hold:
a)  Lz1Mp0q _ Dk ‰ 0 Lz1Mpkq
b)  Lz2Mp0q _ Dk ‰ 0 Lz2Mpkq
c) @ω1 ω2.  Lz1Mpω1q _  Lz2Mpω2q _ p Lz1Mp0q ^  Lz2Mp0qq
d) @ω1. Lz1Mpω1q Ñ ω1 “ 0_ @ω2. Lz2Mpω2q Ñ ω2 “ 0
Suppose  Lz1Mp0q and  Lz2Mp0q. Then, by (4), we have either @ω1.  Lz1Mpω1q or @ω2.  Lz2Mpω2q. Without loss of generality,
let @ω1.  Lz1Mpω1q. Then, K P Jz1Kσ and since 0 R Jz2Kσ, we have K P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ. Suppose Dk ‰ 0. Lz1Mpkq. Then, by (4),
we have @ω2. Lz2Mpω2q Ñ ω2 “ 0. By (2), we have  Lz2Mp0q, and hence @ω2 Lz2Mpω2q. Therefore, K P Jz2Kσ and 0 R Jz1Kσ.
Thus, K P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ. The other case can be done similarly.
Suppose K R Jz1 ^ z2Kσ^0 P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ. Then, 0 P Jz1Kσ_0 P Jz2Kσ. If K R Jz1Kσ^K R Jz2Kσ, then, Lz1Mp0q_ Lz2Mp0q
and Dω1. Lz1Mpω1q and Dω2. Lz1Mpω2q; hence, Lz1 ^ z2Mp0q. If K P Jz1Kσ or K P Jz2Kσ, we can ensure that at least one of
those is t0u; unless it leads to contradiction. Suppose K P Jz1Kσ and t0u “ Jz2Kσ. Then, Lz2Mp0q ^ @ω2. Lz2Mpω2q Ñ ω2 “ 0.
Hence, Lz1 ^ z2Mp0q. The case for 1 P Jz1Kσ is simple.
Suppose Lz1 ^ z2Mp0q. Then, either of three holds:
a) Lz1Mp0q ^ @ω1. Lz1Mpω1q Ñ ω1 “ 0
b) Lz2Mp0q ^ @ω2. Lz2Mpω2q Ñ ω2 “ 0
c) Dω1 ω2. Lz1Mpω1q ^ Lz2Mpω2q ^ pLz1Mp0q _ Lz2Mp0qq
Suppose Lz1Mp0q ^ @ω1. Lz1Mpω1q Ñ ω1 “ 0. Then, Jz1Kσ “ t0u; hence, 0 P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ. Suppose Dω1 ω2. Lz1Mpω1q ^Lz2Mpω2q ^ pLz1Mp0q _ Lz2Mp0qq. Then, K R Jz1Kσ and K R Jz2Kσ with either 0 P Jz1Kσ or 0 P Jz2Kσ; hence 0 P Jz1 ^ z2Kσ.
– [conditional] See that Hpz ? x : yqpωq if and only if either
a) Dω1 ‰ 0. Hpzqpω1q ^Hpxqpωq
b) Hpzqp0q ^Hpyqpωq
c)  pDω1. LzMpω1qq ^ LxMpωq ^ LyMpωq ^ @ω1. LxMpω1q _ LyMpω1q Ñ ω1 “ ω
Consider the last case:  pDω1. LzMpω1qq if and only if K P JzKσ. LxMpωq ^ LyMpωq ^ @ω1. LxMpω1q _ LyMpω1q Ñ ω1 “ ω if and
only if JxKσ “ JyKσ “ tωu; hence, ω P Jz ? x : yKσ. Therefore, the above three conditions are equivalent to:
a) Dω1 ‰ 0. ω1 P JzKσ ^ ω P JxKσ
b) 0 P JzKσ ^ ω P JyKσ
c) K P JzKσ ^ JxKσ “ JyKσ “ tωu
Hence, Hpz ? x : yqpωq if and only if ω P Jz ? x : yKσ
– [real comparison] See that K P Jx ą yKσ if and only if either K P JxKσ or K P JyKσ or Dz. z P JxKσ^z P JyKσ. If either
K P JxKσ or K P JyKσ, by the induction hypothesis, tv : LxMpvqu “ ∅ or tv : LyMpvqu “ ∅. Either case tv : Lx ą yMpvqu “ ∅.
Suppose Dz. z P JxK^ z P JyK. Then the last clause, z ‰ z cannot be satisfied. Hence, tv : Lx ą yMpvqu “ ∅.
If tv : Lx ą yMpvqu “ ∅, using tautological equivalence yields two cases: Dω1 ω2. LT Mpxq^ LT Mpyq^x “ y or @v. LxMpvq_LyMpvq. By the induction hypothesis, Dz. z P JxKσ ^ z P JyKσ or K P JxKσ _K P JyKσ. Hence, K P Jx ą yKσ.
Suppose Lx ą yMp0q holds. Since Lx ą yMp0q Ñ Dω1 ω2. LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω2q ^ ω2 ą ω1, by the induction hypothesis, we
have Dω1 ω2. ω1 P JxKσ ^ ω2 P JyKσ ^ ω2 ą ω1. Hence, 0 P Jx ą yKσ. The other case can be done similarly.
See that 1 P Jx ą yKσ if and only if Dx1 y1. x1 P JxKσ ^ y1 P JyKσ ^ x1 ą y1. Hence, by the induction hypothesis,
Dω1 ω2. LxMpω1q ^ LyMpω2q ^ ω1 ą ω2. Hence, Lx ą yMp1q holds. The other case can be done similarly.
– [select] K P Jselectpz0, z1qKσ if and only if K P Jz0Kσ ^ K P Jz1Kσ. By the induction hypothesis, tv : Lz0Mpvqu “ tv :Lz1Mpvqu “ ∅. Then, Dk. Lz0Mpkq _ Lz1Mpkq cannot be satisfied; hence, tv : Lselectpz0, z1qMpvqu “ ∅.
If tv : Lselectpz0, z1qMpvqu “ ∅, then tv : Lz0Mpvqu “ tv : Lz1Mpvqu “ ∅. Thus, K P Jz0Kσ ^ K P Jz1Kσ and K PJselectpz0, z1qKσ.
K R Jselectpz0, z1qKσ and 1 P Jselectpz0, z1qKσ if and only if Dk. Lz0Mpkq _ Lz1Mpkq and Jz1Kσ ‰ tKu includes some non
bottom element. Thus, Dk. Hpz1qpkq; therefore, Lselectpz0, z1qMp1q.
Suppose Lselectpz0, z1qMp1q. Then, Hpz1qp1q hence, Dk ‰ K. k P Jz1Kσ. Therefore, 1 P Jselectpz0, z1qKσ. The same can be
done for the case 0.
D.2. Hoare Logic
Hoare triple of a well–typed statement is defined as follow:
rPs Γ $ S Ź Γ1 rQs
where P is a predicate on JΓK and Q is a predicate on JΓ1K. The Hoare triple is a proposition saying that for all state satisfying
P , execution (semantic) of S yields a proper set of states which each element satisfies Q:
rPs Γ $ S Ź Γ1 rQs :“ (13)
@σ.P σ Ñ pK R qΓ $ S Ź Γ1yσ ^ @δ P qΓ $ S Ź Γ1yσ. Q δq
rPs Γ $ Ź Γ rPs rDw. LtMpwq ^ @w. LtMpwq Ñ P rv ÞÑ wss Γ $ v :“ t Ź Γ rPs
rDw n. LtMpwq ^ LzMpnq ^ @n. LzMpnq Ñ 0 ď n ă d^ @w n. LtMpwq ^ LzMpnq Ñ P rT n wss Γ $ T rzs :“ t Ź Γ rPs
rDw. LtMpwq ^ @w. LtMpwq Ñ P rv ÞÑ wss Γ $ newvar v :“ t Ź Γ1 rPs
rPs Γ $ S1 Ź Γ1 rQs rQs Γ1 $ S2 Ź Γ2 rRs
rPs Γ $ S1;S2 Ź Γ2 rRs
rP ^ Db ‰ 0. LzMpbqs Γ $ S1 Ź Γ rQs rP ^ LzMp0qs Γ $ S1 Ź Γ rQs
rP ^ Dk. LzMpkqs Γ $ if z then S1 else S2 Ź Γ rQs
Dc0@c rDk ‰ 0.LzMpkq ^ I ^ V “ cs Γ $ S Ź Γ rI ^ V ď c´ c0s
I Ñ Dk.LzMpkq I ^ V ď 0 Ñ @k. LzMpkq Ñ k “ 0
rIs Γ $ while z do S Ź Γ rI ^ hpzqp0qs
P Ñ P 1 rP 1s Γ $ S Ź Γ1 rQ1s Q1 Ñ Q
rPs Γ $ S Ź Γ1 rQs
Theorem 15: The introduced inference rules are sound; for each inference rule, Equation 13 is satisfied.
Proof: It can be proved using induction on statements. The other proofs are trivial except for the conditional and loop
statements.
–[conditional] The precondition pP ^ Dk. LzMpkqq σ ensures K R JzKσ finite. If Dk ‰ 0. t0, ku Ď JzKσ, then Jif ¨ ¨ ¨Kσ “JS1Kσ Y JS2Kσ. If Dk ‰ 0. t0, ku Ď JzKσ, then Dk ‰ 0. LzMpkq and LzMp0q. By the premises, for all δ P JS1Kσ Y JS2Kσ, and
the case distinction, Qpδq holds. For the cases 0 R JzKσ and t0u “ JzKσ, can be done similarly.
–[loop] The loop variant V can be replaced to an original integer version V 1 :“ rV {c0s:
@c rDk ‰ 0.LzMpkq ^ I ^ V 1 “ cs Γ $ S Ź Γ rI ^ V 1 ă cs
I ^ V 1 ď 0 Ñ p@k. LzMpkq Ñ k “ 0q
Also, the real loop variant can be restored from any loop invariant; hence, let us consider the integer loop variant.
Recall the chain ω0 Ď ω1 Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ where JΓ $ while z do S Ź Γ1K “ Ů8 ωi. We need to prove that for any σ with the
precondition Ipσq the following holds:
K R p\8ωiqσ ^ @δ P p\8ωiqσ. pI ^ hpzqp0qqδ
Point–wise ordering on JΓK Ñ P JΓKK ensures that ω1σ Ď ω2σ Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ is a chain; hence, pŮ8 ωiqσ “ Ů8pωiσq. Due to the
ordering on P JΓKK, K R Ů8pωiσq if and only if there is some n such that K R ωnσ finite and ωnσ “ ωn`1σ “ ¨ ¨ ¨ . The
loop variant will yield the bound; we need to prove the following:
@σ c. I σ ^ V 1 σ ď cÑ K R ωc`1σ ^ @δ P ωc`1σ. pI ^ hpzqp0qqδ (14)
If c “ 0, due to the premises, @k. LzMpkqσ Ñ k “ 0 and I σ ensures Dk. LzMpkqσ. Therefore, JzKσ “ t0u. Hence, ω1pσq “ tσu
and
Ů
8pωjσq “ tσu.
Now, let us assume Equation 14 and prove the following proposition:
K R ωc`2σ ^ @δ P ωc`2σ. pI ^ hpzqp0qqδ
assuming I σ^V 1 σ ď c`1 for some σ. Due to the premises, we have K R JzKσ finite. Let us consider the case t0, ku Ď JzKσ
for some nonzero k. The premise about the loop body ensures the following (with c :“ c` 1):
K R JSKσ ^ @δ P JSKσ. pI ^ V ď cqδ
Since, K R JSKσ finite, using ωc`2 :“ Fz, Sωc`1, we have the following:
ωc`2 “ tσu Y
ď
δPJSKσ ωc`1δ
Using the induction hypothesis on any δ P JSKσ, we have
K R ωc`1δ ^ @δ1 P ωc`1. pI ^ hpzqp0qqδ1
Hence, K R ωc`2σ finite and all its element, including σ, satisfies I ^ hpzqp0q.
The case 0 R JzKσ can be done similarly and the other case t0u “ JzKσ can be done exactly as the case c “ 0.
D.3. Verification Condition
Verification condition of a well–typed statement Γ $ S Ź Γ1 annotated with a predicates Q : PredpJΓ1Kq is a predicate
vcpΓ $ S Ź Γ1, Qq : PredpJΓKq, which defines a set of states such that
@σ P JΓK . vcpΓ $ S Ź Γ1, Qqpσq Ñ K R JSKσ ^ @δ P JSKσ. Qpδq.
Verification condition is defined inductively as follow:
vcp,Qq “ Q
vcpv :“ t, Qq “ Dw. LtMpwq ^ @w. LtMpwq Ñ Qrv ÞÑ ws
vcpT rzs :“ t, Qq “ pDn w. LzMpnq ^ LtMpwqq^
^ p@n. LzMpnq Ñ 0 ď n ă dq
^ p@n w. LzMpnq ^ LtMpwq Ñ QrT ÞÑ T n wsq
vcpnewvar v :“ t, Qq “ Dw. LtMpwq ^ @w. LtMpwq Ñ QrT ÞÑ ws
vcpS1;S2, Qq “ vcpS1, wppS2, Qqq
vcpif z then S1 else S2, Qq “
Dk.LzMpkq ^ pDk ‰ 0. LzMpkq Ñ vcpS1, Qqq ^ pLzMp0q Ñ vcpS2, Qqq
vcpwhile z do S,Qq “
I^
@ v.
pI ^ LzMp0q Ñ Qq
^ I Ñ pDk.LzMpkqq
^ Dc0.@c. pI ^ pDk ‰ 0. LzMpkqq ^ pV “ cq Ñ vcpS, I ^ V ď c´ c0qq
^ V ď 0 Ñ p@v. LzMpvq Ñ v “ 0q
Above v represents the set of variables that gets assigned in S. the first clause I denotes that the loop invariant I should hold
at the beginning of the loop; other clauses are conditions that should be satisfied throughout any stages of the loop.
Theorem 16: The introduced verification condition is correct
Proof: The definition is induced from Hoare logic inference rules; hence, the proof is analogous to the proof of Theorem
15.
Having a well–typed statement S, proving P Ñ vcpS,Qq yields rPs S rQs . Note that the other way wont hold as vc is not
the weakest precondition.
D.4. Program Verification
Recall that a ERC program is in the following format:
P :“
input v1 : τ1, v2 : τ, ¨ ¨ ¨ , vn : τn
S
return t
Considering that the program P is well–typed, we have Γ0 $ S Ź Γ and Γ $ t : τ where Γ0 “ Yipvi Ñ τiq with some τ .
Precondition of a program is a predicate that defines a set of input values of the input variables. Postcondition should
be a predicate on the input values of the input variables and their return value. Hence, Pre : PredpJΓ0Kq and Post :
PredpJτKˆ JΓ0Kq.
Now, let us consider which predicate should hold at the end of the statement in order to guarantee Post. One thing to make
sure is that the semantic of the returning term to be proper and all of its elements to satisfy Post:
Dr. LtMprq ^ @r, LtMprq Ñ Postpr, ¨ ¨ ¨ q
However, the above modification is wrong since the variables in the postcondition should refer to the initial values of the input
variables, not the values that the input variables are storing at the moment.
To make sure the variables in Post refer to the initial values, we can alter the variables:
Dr. LtMprq ^ @r, LtMprq Ñ Postrvi ÞÑ v1isprq
We can compute the verification condition on the above predicate. Since v1i refers to the initial values and the variables vi in
uvpcotq, now, also refer the the initial values, we can reset those altered variable back; program verification of the program P
is to prove the following:
pvpP,P, Qq :“
P Ñ vcpS, Dr. LtMprq ^ @r, LtMprq Ñ Qprqrvi ÞÑ v1isqrv1i ÞÑ vis
APPENDIX E
EXAMPLE: TRISECTION
Trisection, which is also introduced in the main text, is a rigorous algorithm finding the root in the unit interval of a
continuous function where it is guaranteed that the function f is (i) continuous, (ii) has a sign change fp0q ă 0 ă fp1q and
(iii) its root is unique.
Since, we do not have a function typed variable in the language, we put the function in our set of the special function
symbols. Hence, we let F :“ tf : R Ñ Ru. We put the three conditions into our theory.
Trisection algorithm can be expressed as a program in ERC as follow:
Inputpn : Zq
newvar a :“ 0.0;
newvar b :“ 1.0;
while selectptestpιpnq ą b´ aq, testpb´ a ą ιpn´ 1qqq
do
if selectpfppa` 2.0 ˚ bq ˚ {3.0q ą 0.0, 0.0 ą fpp2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0qq
then a :“ p2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0q
else b :“ pa` 2.0 ˚ bq ˚ {3.0
return a
It is not hard to see that the program is well–typed with its return type R.
E.1. Semantic of Terms
The current construction of the semantic translation function introduces many quantifiers. As an example, even for a simple
term like p2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0, directly evaluating the translation yields the following long predicate:
Lp2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0M “
λω.
Dv1 v2. ω “ v1 ˆ v2^
pDv3 v4. v1 “ v3 ` v4^
pDv6 v7. v3 “ v6 ˆ v7 ^ v6 “ 2^ v7 “ a^ v4 “ b^
pDv5. 1 “ v2 ˆ v5 ^ v5 “ 3qqq
However, we can note that the quantifiers are trivial; we can reduce a predicate Dx. x “ a ^ b to brx ÞÑ as. Hence, we
can reduce most of quantifiers that are related to variables and constants; since the introduced quantifiers are mostly related
to multivaluedness and undefinedness.
Translated semantics of the terms in Trisection can be simplified as follow:
L0.0M “
λω. ω “ 0L1.0M “
λω. ω “ 1Lselectptestpιpnq ą b´ aq, testpb´ a ą ιpn´ 1qqqM “
λω. pω “ 0^ 2n ą b´ aq _ pω “ 1^ b´ a ą 2n´1qLselectpfppa` 2.0 ˚ bq ˚ {3.0q ą 0.0, 0.0 ą fpp2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0qqM “
λω.
ˆ
ω “ 0^ f
ˆ
a` 2 ¨ b
3
˙
ą 0
˙
_
ˆ
ω “ 1^ f
ˆ
2 ¨ a` b
3
˙
ă 0
˙
Lp2.0 ˚ a` bq ˚ {3.0qM
λω. ω “ 2 ¨ a` b
3Lpa` 2.0 ˚ bq ˚ {3.0qM
λω. ω “ a` 2 ¨ b
3
E.2. Verification
We want the program to compute 2n approximation of the root. Hence, we let our pre and postcondition to be as follow:
Pre :“ True,
Post :“ λr. Du. fpuq “ 0 ă 0 ď u ă 1^ approxpu, r, nq.
Post is a predicate on the return value r and the input value n. approxpu, r, nq :“ ´2n ă r ´ u ă 2n is an abbreviation.
Let the loop invariant to be I :“ uniqp0, 1q and the loop variant to be V “ b´ a´ 2n´1 where uniqpa, bq :“ fpaq ă 0 ă
fpbq ^ 0 ă a ă b ă 1^ D! z. fpzq “ 0^ a ă z ă b. Notice that uniqp0, 1q is the one of the conditions added to our theory.
With Post, the postcondition of the program, we apply the verification condition function on the following predicate:
Post1 :“ Dr. LtMprq ^ @r, LtMprq Ñ Postrvi ÞÑ v1isprq
“ Dr. r “ a^ @r. r “ aÑ pDu. fpuq “ 0^ 0 ď u ď 1^ |u´ r| ă 2n1q
“ pDu. fpuq “ 0^ 0 ď u ď 1^ |u´ a| ă 2n1q
Abbreviating S :“ if ¨ ¨ ¨ then ¨ ¨ ¨ else ¨ ¨ ¨ in the program, applying the verification condition function on the postcondition
yields the following five conditions to be proved:
uniqp0, 1q (15)
@α β.`
uniqpα, βq ^ p2n ă β ´ αq Ñ Post1ra ÞÑ αs˘rn1 ÞÑ ns (16)
uniqpα, βq Ñ p2n ą β ´ α_ β ´ α ą 2n´1q (17)
Dc0. @c. uniqpα, βq ^ β ´ α ą 2n´1 ^ pβ ´ α´ 2n´1q “ cq Ñ (18)
vcpS, uniqpa, bq ^ b´ a ď c´ c0qra ÞÑ α, b ÞÑ βs
pβ ´ α´ 2n´1 ď 0q Ñ (19)
p@ω. pω “ 0^ 2n ă β ´ αq _ pω “ 1^ β ´ α ą 2n´1q Ñ ω “ 0q
Proposition 15 is exactly the proposition which we have added to our theory. uniqpα, βq assures that there is an unique root in
rα, βs and 2n ă β ´α ensures that the distance between α and the root is less than 2n; hence, Proposition 16 can be proved.
Having 2n ą 2n´1 ą 0 ensures @x. 2n ą x_ x ą 2n´1; hence, Proposition 17 can be proved as well. Proposition 19 can be
easily proved by case distinction.
Now, let us see what happens inside the loop (Proposition 18). See that vcpS, uniqpa, bq ^ b´ a ď c´ c0qra ÞÑ α, b ÞÑ βs
can be evaluated to be the following propositions quantified by @c. Dc0.:
f
ˆ
α` 2 ¨ β
3
˙
ą 0_ f
ˆ
2 ¨ α` β
3
˙
ă 0
f
ˆ
2 ¨ α` β
3
˙
ă 0 Ñ uniqpp2 ¨ α` βq{3, βq ^ 2
3
pβ ´ αq ď c´ c0
f
ˆ
α` 2 ¨ β
3
˙
ą 0 Ñ uniqpα, pα` 2 ¨ βq{3q ^ 2
3
pβ ´ αq ď c´ c0
Letting c0 :“ 2n´3, together with Intermediate Value Theorem and the uniqueness of the root in rα, βs, we can ensure the
three propositions.
APPENDIX F
IMPLEMENTATION: ERC-VC-EXTRACT
erc-vc-extract, a verification condition extractor is implemented in OCaml using yacc parser generator. Given a
pre/postcondition and loop in/variant annotated ERC program, erc-vc-extract generates a Coq file which contains the
extracted verification condition of the annotated ERC program; a user can prove the statements in Coq to verify the input
ERC program.
erc-vc-extract reduces the trivial quantifiers (see Section E-A) and produces a text file includes how the quantifiers
are reduced for each term.
The source code of erc-vc-extract can be found in http://erc.realcomputation.asia/. As a prototype of
the development, annotated Trisection program trisection.erc was written, and ran by the extractor. The produced Coq
file trisection.v contains more or less the same propositions mentioned in Section E-B, and the verification conditions are
proved in Coq; proof of it is contained in trisection proved.v file. The example codes and proofs are also accessible
in the provided url.
